ABSTRACT
Agmatine, a cationic polyamine synthesized after decarboxylation of L-arginine by the enzyme arginine decarboxylase, is an endogenous neuromodulator that emerges as a potential agent to manage diverse central nervous system (CNS) disorders. Consistent with its neuromodulatory and neuroprotective properties, there is increasing number of preclinical studies demonstrating the beneficial effects of exogenous agmatine administration on depression, anxiety, hypoxic ischemia, nociception, morphine tolerance, memory, Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, traumatic brain injury related alterations/disorders and epilepsy. The aim of this review is to summarize the knowledge about the effects of agmatine in CNS and point out its potential as new pharmacological treatment for diverse neurological and neurodegenerative diseases. Moreover, some molecular mechanisms underlying the neuroprotective effects of agmatine will be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Agmatine, a cationic polyamine, was first identified in herring sperm in the early 20 th century by the German biochemist Albrecht Kossel. Agmatine is synthesized after decarboxylation of L-arginine by arginine decarboxylase (ADC) (1) , as illustrated in Figure 1 . The biosynthesis of agmatine by ADC, therefore, is dependent upon the availability of L-arginine, which is carried into neurons by specific cationic amino acid transporter and is also a substrate for two other enzymes: arginase and nitric oxide synthase (NOS). Arginase converts L-arginine to ornithine, which enters the urea cycle and NOS catalyses the conversion of L-arginine to nitric oxide (NO) and citrulline. Importantly, NOS is inhibited competitively by agmatine in vitro (2, 3) , an interaction with significant functional consequences regarding the action of agmatine in the brain.
In all species, agmatine can be metabolized by hydrolysis to putrescine, the precursor of polyamines Figure 1 . Synthesis and metabolic pathways of agmatine. Agmatine is synthesized from L-arginine by the action of arginine decarboxylase (ADC). Agmatine can be metabolized to putrescine, the precursor spermine and spermidine, by enzyme agmatinase or oxidised by diamine oxidase to γ-guanidinobutyraldehyde. spermine and spermidine, by the enzyme agmatinase (4) or oxidized by diamine oxidase to γ-guanidinobutyraldehyde, which is then oxidized to γ-guanidinobutyrate and quickly excreted (5) (Figure 1 ).
Agmatine, ADC and agmatinase have been extensively recognized to be expressed in plants, bacteria, and some invertebrates and are highly preserved in nature (1) . Despite until the mid-1990s, they were not believed to be expressed in mammals, it was recently discovered that agmatine, ADC and agmatinase are expressed in mammals (4, 6, 7) . Unlike bacterial ADC, which is cytosolic (1), mammalian ADC resides on mitochondrial membranes (7) , which might explain the lack of results of previous investigation that tried to detect the enzyme in soluble extracts of mammalian tissue (5) . Although first detected in brain (6) , agmatine has been quantified in practically all organs of rodents and, in fact, the cerebral concentration of the amine is substantially less than a number of other organs in which agmatine is particularly abundant, mainly stomach, small intestine and aorta (8) .
The cellular and regional distribution of agmatine has been mapped immunohistochemically in the mammalian central nervous system (CNS) by using highly selective antibodies. The amine was found to be regionally distributed in the cerebral cortex, the lower brain stem, the midbrain, frontal brain, thalamus and the hypothalamus (9) , encephalic regions notably related to endocrine and visceral control, emotion, cognition and pain perception (5) . At cellular level, agmatine immunoreactivity was found to be primarily neuronal, but it was also detected chemically and immunocytochemically in cultured astrocytes and C6 glioma cells (9) (10) (11) . At the subcellular level, agmatine was shown to be localized predominantly in cytoplasmic vesicles and in the immediate vicinity of the endoplasmic reticulum and the mitochondria (9, 10) , which is in agreement with previous results demonstrating mitochondria-associated ADC localization (7) .
More recent studies have shown that agmatine is synthesized in both the brain and the spinal cord. L-arginine enters the presynaptic ending via a transporter and is decarboxylated by the mitochondrial ADC to agmatine, which is stored in synaptic vesicles, released by Ca 2+ -dependent depolarization, inactivated by reuptake and degraded enzymatically by a specific enzyme, agmatinase (12). Importantly, the concentration of agmatine in the brain is similar to that of some classic neurotransmitters (8, 13 ). Together, these findings support the hypothesis that agmatine may be a novel neurotransmitter in CNS, where it exerts a wide range of biological effects by interacting with receptors and neuronal pathways (2, 12, 14) .
Agmatine has received considerable attention recently because of its neuromodulatory and neuroprotective (17, 18) , morphine tolerance (19) , drug withdrawal (20) , seizures (21, 22) , depression (23, 24) , anxiety (25) , memory (26) and Parkinson's disease (27, 28) .
Over the last years, new evidence has extended our understanding of how agmatine may be effective in managing these CNS disorders. Although a specific ('own') agmatine postsynaptic receptor has not been identified, agmatine binds with high affinity to all subclasses of α2-adrenoceptors and imidazoline binding sites (6) . Moreover, it interacts with nicotinic cholinergic receptors (29), serotonin 5-HT3 receptors (10) and blocks ligand-gated cation channels, particularly the glutamate N-methyl-Daspartate (NMDA) receptors (30) . As a result of novel insights into the mechanisms of action of agmatine, it is known that, at the intracellular level, it modulates the production of polyamines (involved in pro-mitotic processes) (1) and inhibits NOS in rodents, as previously mentioned (2) . Furthermore, agmatine has antiinflammatory properties (31, 32) and exerts protection against oxidative stress induced by increased mitochondrial volume, collapse of mitochondrial membrane potential and apoptosis by scavenging free radicals (33, 34). Moreover, agmatine induces its cellular and molecular effects, at least partially, by activating neurotrophic and neuroprotective pathways (35, 36).
This review attempts to provide a comprehensive picture of the role of agmatine in the CNS and to highlight recent findings from our group and others showing its potential involvement in neurological and neurodegenerative diseases including epilepsies, depression, traumatic brain injury, Parkinson's disease (PD) and Alzheimer's disease (AD). Considering the available literature, we can anticipate that the central agmatinergic system may be a new important target for the development of therapeutic tools for diverse CNS disorders.
EFFECTS OF AGMATINE IN DEPRESSION
The studies showing the antidepressant-like effects of agmatine in animal models are summarized in Table 1 . The first preclinical evidence that agmatine has antidepressant-like effects in laboratory animal was provided by Zomkowski et al. (24) , that showed that agmatine produced an anti-immobility effect in the forced swimming test (FST) and in the tail suspension test (TST) in mice. The antidepressant-like effect of agmatine was further confirmed in mice in the FST and TST (23) and in rats in the FST (37) . Moreover, putrescine (the main metabolic product of agmatine) also produces antidepressant-like effects in the TST and FST. The mechanism by which putrescine exerts its effect in the FST seems to be dependent on its interaction with the polyamine-site at the NMDA receptor (38) . Altogether, these early studies clearly indicated that agmatine exerts antidepressant-like effects in two tests widely used as predictive of antidepressant activity of drugs.
Independent research groups using diverse pharmacological tools such as selective receptor antagonists and agonists or enzyme inhibitors in mice have investigated the possible mechanisms underlying the effects of agmatine. It was proposed that the antidepressant-like effect of agmatine is dependent on the antagonism of NMDA receptors (24, 39) , which is in agreement with the observation that NMDA receptor antagonists exhibit antidepressant properties in animal models, including the FST (40, 41) and TST (42) . Moreover, it has also been found that the antidepressant-like effect of agmatine involves the inhibition of NOS in the brain (43, 44) as well as an activation of α 2 -adrenoceptors (24) . Also, it was demonstrated that the anti-immobility effect of agmatine in the FST is due to the activation of serotonin 5-HT 1A/1B and 5-HT 2 receptors (45) . Noteworthy, the antidepressant like effect of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) in FST is potentiated by increasing brain agmatine levels by different means (including exogenous agmatine administration) or by imidazoline receptor agonists. These effects were prevented by serotonin receptor antagonists and arginine decarboxylase inhibitors. Interestingly, brain agmatine levels were significantly elevated by SSRIs (46) . In contrast to these findings, Krass and colleagues suggested that serotonin did not mediate the antidepressant-like effect of agmatine, since parachlorophenylalanine (PCPA), an inhibitor of serotonin synthesis, was not able to abolish the anti-immobility effect of agmatine in the FST (47) . These discrepancies between these previous studies can be attributed to differences in mouse's strains and in the doses of agmatine utilized, in addition to the fact that PCPA per se reduced the immobility time in the FST in the latter study. Other mechanisms proposed by which agmatine may exert its antidepressant-like effect are by activation of δ-and µ-opioid receptors (48) and imidazoline I-1 and I-2 receptors (39) as well as the inhibition of K + channels (49).
Zhu et al. (50) demonstrated that repeated restraint stress caused a significant depletion of agmatine levels and structural changes including dendritic degeneration and/or retraction from cortical or pyramidal neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex and hippocampus in rats, whereas exogenously administered agmatine displayed neuroprotective effects against repetitive restraint stressinduced structural alterations in these brain regions. Furthermore, administration of agmatine prevented structural changes such as the decrease and disarrangement of dendrites and neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex and hippocampus of rats chronically treated with dexamethasone (51) . It was recently shown that chronic treatment with agmatine, similar to fluoxetine, attenuates the behavioral impairments induced by chronic unpredictable mild stress in mice and normalized the elevated corticosterone levels and weight gain deficits associated with stress (52) . One possibility to account for the anti-stress effects of agmatine is that this amine causes an up-regulation of adult hippocampal neurogenesis (35).
Regarding clinical studies, a reduced plasma concentration of agmatine was found in depressive patients in comparison to healthy subjects. Interestingly, the reduced agmatine concentrations tended to normalize following treatment with the antidepressant bupropion (53). However, a recent clinical study reported that the antidepressant effect of exogenous agmatine in three depressive patients was not reversed by PCPA (54). It should be noted that although Gilad et al. (55) found no differences in polyamine levels in the hippocampus and frontal cortex of patients with depression, a rat model (chronic unpredictable mild stressinduced anhedonia) displayed decreased hippocampal levels of putrescine, spermidine and spermine, as well as decreased putrescine in the nucleus accumbens septi (56). Clinical studies showed decreased SAT1 expression, one of the major rate-limiting enzymes which catalyzes the acetylation of polyamines, which in turn is converted to putrescine, in the posterior cingulate gyrus, amygdala and hippocampus of suicide completers with depression, compared with those not suffering from depression (57).
Taking into account the results of these clinical and preclinical studies, the agmatine system may become a valuable target for the development of new treatments for depression as well as to increase the therapeutic efficacy of current antidepressants.
EFFECTS OF AGMATINE IN LEARNING AND MEMORY
Learning and memory are important aspects of human being, especially because they are involved in the control of our behavior, thoughts and actions throughout life. The cellular processes underlying memory are different with respect to its acquisition, consolidation and evocation (58). In particular, the modulation of synaptic connectivity, including changes in the number or structures of synapses, may represent a critical mechanism of learning and memory processes. Remarkably, the regulation of intracellular messenger pathways can be considered the basis of neural plasticity, therefore alterations in proteins synthesis, nuclear regulatory mechanisms and brain's signal transduction pathways can play a pivotal role as molecular mechanisms of learning and memory (59).
The first study addressing the effects of agmatine on memory was performed by Aterni et al. (26) . In this work, agmatine improved memory in the step-down inhibitory avoidance task when administered one hour before the training session. Conversely, in the same year, another study demonstrated that agmatine could selectively impair some types of memory evaluated in different behavioral tasks, including contextual and auditory fear conditioning. Interestingly, this work showed that agmatine did not modify spatial learning, assessed in the Morris water maze paradigm (60) . Therefore, the effects of agmatine on learning and memory varied according to the behavioral task used and the time point when it was administered during the memory evaluation.
As previously mentioned, agmatine is an endogenous polyamine present throughout the brain, including the hippocampus, an important area involved with learning and memory (61) . It was demonstrated that the levels of agmatine in CA1 region and dentate gyrus subregions of the hippocampus, as well as entorhinal cortex and vestibular nucleus are higher in animals trained in the Morris water maze tasks in comparison with rats that only swim in the tank (61) . In accordance with these results, Leitch et al. (62) showed that agmatine levels were significantly increased in the CA1 stratum radiatum of rats trained to find a hidden escape platform in the water maze task compared with those rats forced to swim in the pool with no platform. The hippocampal levels of agmatine and glutamate were also investigated in rats submitted to the spatial learning in the Morris water maze. Agmatine and glutamate are co-localized in cellular bodies of hippocampal pyramidal cells between CA1 and CA3 regions. Rats that exhibited a learning curve showed an increase in glutamate and agmatine levels in hippocampus (63) . A recent work investigated the levels of agmatine before, during and after the performance of the Morris water maze task. During the learning phase, the levels of agmatine were increased by six times compared with the control group, suggesting that the endogenous agmatine system can be modulated during the learning process (64) .
After exogenous administration, agmatine improves the cognitive performance of rats evaluated in the spatial reference memory and working memory versions of the water maze task (65, 66) . In aged rats, although the intraperitoneal administration of agmatine did not increase exploratory activity and spatial reference learning and memory, it significantly improved spatial working memory and object recognition memory in parallel with an attenuation of age-related elevation in NOS activity and restoration of endothelial NOS protein to the normal level (67) . Likewise, it was recently demonstrated that prolonged agmatine treatment (4-6 weeks) improved the performance of rats in the reversal test of the water maze and object recognition memory task, and significantly counteracted the age-related increase in NOS activity in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (68) . Further suggesting that agmatine is directly involved in learning and memory, it was shown that rats presented a positive correlation between the levels of agmatine and the learning observed in the T-maze test (69).
Lu et al. (70) evaluated a possible mechanism whereby agmatine modulates learning and memory functions. Pre-training and pre-test administration of agmatine to mice facilitated the acquisition and evocation, respectively, of memory in the step-down inhibitory avoidance task while post-training administration of agmatine had no effect on memory consolidation. In this same study, the authors demonstrated that a treatment with idazoxan (an antagonist of imidazoline receptors) prevented the beneficial effects of agmatine in the acquisition and evocation of memory. Moreover, pre-training administration of morphine (an agonist of opioid receptors) impaired the acquisition of memory while post-training and pre-test administration of morphine had no effect on memory consolidation and evocation. Interestingly, the pre-treatment of mice with agmatine prevented the impairments induced by morphine. Thus, it is possible to suggest that agmatine acts through the imidazoline receptors to modulate learning and memory. In the same year, it was demonstrated that agmatine modulated the long-term potentiation (LTP) in dentate gyrus of morphine-treated rats. Acute treatments with agmatine and morphine facilitated and attenuated, respectively, hippocampal LTP, and agmatine administration prevented the attenuation of hippocampal LTP induced by morphine. Conversely, chronic administration of morphine enhanced hippocampal LTP, an effect that was reversed by chronic treatment with agmatine. The administration of imidazoline receptor antagonist idazoxan prevented the effects of agmatine on LTP (71), reinforcing the importance of imidazoline receptors in the effects of agmatine on memory function.
The interaction of agmatine with the glutamatergic neurotransmission is already well established. It is known that agmatine inhibits the opioid dependence and, although the exact neural mechanism involved in this interaction remains unclear, it may be related to the modulation of the glutamatergic system. It was showed that treatment of rats with agmatine prevented the excessive elevation of extracellular glutamate in nucleus accumbens and abolished the up-regulation of the NR1 subunit of NMDA receptors in animals treated with morphine (72) . Therefore, these results demonstrated that agmatine can modulate neuroadaptations in the glutamatergic system involved in synaptic plasticity.
Neuroinflammation is related with increased proinflammatory cytokines, reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, blood-brain barrier impairments and activation of apoptotic and necrotic pathways, factors that can affect neuronal function and culminate in neurodegeneration (73) . Bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) administration is a wellestablished model for studying the inflammatory response in the CNS, and it is recognized that LPS treatment induces memory impairments. A study demonstrated that agmatine prevented memory impairments and the increase of caspase-3 in hippocampal tissue of rats treated with LPS (74).
The positive effects of agmatine administration on memory were also demonstrated in animals injected with scopolamine. The non-selective muscarinic receptor antagonist scopolamine inhibits cholinergic neurotransmission and induces impairments in learning and memory. Agmatine administration reduced, in a dosedependent manner, the learning and memory deficits induced by scopolamine (75) . Another study revealed that scopolamine treatment induced memory impairments associated with the decrease in NOS activity and the increase in arginase activity, L-ornithine and putrescine levels in the dentate gyrus (76) , suggesting that L-arginine and its metabolites play a prominent role in the modulation of memory. Reinforcing the possible effects of agmatine on neuronal plasticity and memory, a more recent study showed that the pre-treatment with agmatine prevented the learning impairment and the inactivation of hippocampal extracellular-signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and serinethreonine kinase Akt (also known as protein kinase B) (biomarkers of hippocampal synaptic plasticity) induced by scopolamine (77) . The memory enhancing effects of agmatine were also confirmed in streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats, which display learning and memory deficits associated with increased lipid peroxidation, reduced glutathione, and elevated choline esterase activity. Chronic treatment with agmatine (30 days) rescued cognitive performance, decrease hyperglycemia, oxidative stress, and choline esterase activity in diabetic rats (78) .
Certainly additional brain systems and molecular mechanisms need to be studied to further clarify the role of Figure 2 . Protective effects of agmatine on learning and memory. Agmatine prevents or restores learning and memory impairments induced by neuroinflammation, mitochondrial energy failure and streptozotocin experimental models. Agmatine modulates several events related to learning and memory such as long-term potentiation (LTP) and muscarinic and imidazolinic receptors.
agmatine on learning and memory processes. However, from recent preclinical findings (summarized in Figure 2 ) demonstrating the ability of agmatine to improve age-related cognitive impairments and memory dysfunction in rats submitted to models of neuroinflammation, diabetic encephalopathy, AD and PD (see below), it appears that agmatine might be particularly useful to restore impaired learning and memory processes associated to neurological and neurodegenerative diseases.
THE NEUROPROTECTIVE PROPERTIES OF AGMATINE
As an effort to illustrate the potential of agmatine as an innovative target for future pharmacotherapies, the next sections attempt to review the results reported in clinical and animal studies to provide a comprehensive picture of the role of agmatine in neurodegenerative diseases. The neuroprotective effects of agmatine in different animal and cellular models are summarized in Table 2 .
Over the last years, several independent research groups using a variety of animal models have demonstrated the neuroprotective properties of agmatine. Gilad et al. (79) provided the first evidence of the beneficial effects of agmatine in a medullar ischemic model. The treatment with agmatine improved the recovery of motor function and prevented the loss of medullar motor neurons after the ischemic injury in rats. Likewise, in a transient ischemic cat model, the treatment with agmatine decreased the TUNEL positive cells (predictive of apoptosis) and the neuronal ischemic impairment observed by the hematoxylin and eosin staining (80) . Additionally, it was observed that administration of agmatine showed beneficial effects against transient cerebral ischemia in rats by reducing edema formation and neurotoxicity (81) . In a recent study, the effects of agmatine and piperazine-1-carboxamidine (an agmatinase inhibitor) were evaluated in hippocampal slices submitted to oxygen deprivation. Corroborating previous findings, the treatments showed beneficial effects compared to post-reoxygenated saline-treated controls (82). Some cellular pathways have been associated with the protective effects of agmatine in ischemic models. In cell culture, agmatine showed neuroprotective effects against hypoxia and decreased the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels, phosphorylated c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) and factor nuclear kappa B (NF-κB), proteins that are involved with cellular death (83) . Another work evaluated the effects of agmatine on oxygen-glucose deprived primary-cultured astrocytes. The treatment with agmatine increased cell viability and induced NF-κB translocation to the nucleus, suggesting that this polyamine can prevent astrocytic death (84) . It was also observed that the aquaporin levels were decreased after the treatment with agmatine, an effect that was accompanied by improved motor functions and decreased edema formation and blood brain barrier impairments in mice (85) , which indicates that agmatine is able to treat the ischemic consequences by decreasing the aquaporin expression and the brain water volume.
Agmatine also demonstrated beneficial properties in spinal cord injury experimental models. Mice treated chronically (4 weeks) with agmatine showed improved recovery of medullar tissue transection (as showed by the reduced collagen scar, a physical barrier to axon regeneration) through increasing bone morphogenetic protein 7 (BMP-7, a neuroprotective marker) and decreasing transforming growth factor-beta 2 (TGF-β2, a marker of collagen deposition) (86) . A more recent study observed that impairments caused by the compression of the spinal cord were reduced after chronic treatment (35 days) with agmatine. The protective effects of this amine included improved motor and bladder functions, reduced demyelinated cells, neuronal loss and glial accumulation around the lesion (87).
Studies evaluating the effects of agmatine on cellular models of glutamatergic neurotoxicity demonstrated that, in presence of glutamate, agmatine induced neuroprotective effects in cerebellar granule cells (88) , hippocampal neurons culture (89, 90) and PC12 cells, a line derived from a pheochromocytoma of the rat adrenal medulla (90) . In neuronal cultures, the metabolites of agmatine spermine and spermidine did not demonstrate such protective effects (91) . The treatment with agmatine also showed a protective role in a glutamatergic model of epilepsy (92) . Altogether, these results suggest the antagonism of NMDA receptor as an important neuroprotective mechanism whereby agmatine exerts its beneficial effects.
Another important factor that may contribute to neuroprotective effects of agmatine is the antioxidant property of this amine, since a study already demonstrated that agmatine exerted neuroprotective effects against the hydrogen peroxide-induced damage of retinal cultures cells (93) . Mitochondrial functions are essential for the perfect functioning of neurons. In this regard, some aspects of the involvement of agmatine related to the mitochondrial scenario were evaluated. It was shown that the administration of agmatine preserved mitochondrial function and decreased apoptosis, necrosis, DNA fragmentation or chromatin condensation in cells. Agmatine also demonstrated scavenger properties, since it decreased oxidative stress, the expression of B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) and caspase-3, and apoptosis inducted by compotecin and 5-fluoracil (33). Taken together, these findings strongly suggest that mitochondrial protection by agmatine may also account for its neuroprotective effects.
6.
ROLE OF AGMATINE IN NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASES
Effects of agmatine in Parkinson's disease
The exact causes of Parkinson's disease (PD) remain unknown, but considerable evidence suggests a multifactorial etiology involving the interaction of genetic and environmental factors (94, 95) . Although the degeneration of midbrain dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) is the key pathology marker that leads to motor impairments (96) , a number of studies have shown that glutamatergic neurotransmission is an important factor in the pathophysiology of PD (97) (98) (99) . Research into glutamate receptor signaling in the basal ganglia revealed increased glutamatergic transmission, which can be toxic to the remaining dopaminergic neurons, leading to further degeneration of dopaminergic transmission and progression of the disease (97) . Reinforcing the involvement of the glutamatergic system in PD, clinical and pre-clinical findings demonstrated the efficacy of memantine and amantadine, two NMDA receptor antagonists, in the treatment of PD (100-104).
Considering that drugs modulating the glutamatergic system may have beneficial properties in PD therapy, some studies investigated whether agmatine treatment would be neuroprotective in experimental models of PD. In the 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) mouse model of PD, agmatine treatment (beginning after MPTP injection) afforded a partial protection (31%) against MPTP dopaminergic toxicity in the SNc. Conversely, the same study observed that the concomitant daily treatment with agmatine (for 5 days) and MPTP (for 2 days) intensified the dopaminergic toxicity induced by MPTP (27) .
A recent study evaluated the effects of agmatine on motor and non-motor symptoms observed in aged mice following the intranasal MPTP administration, a new model of PD developed recently by our group. Agmatine was administered once a day during five consecutive days before the treatment with MPTP by intranasal route in the 5 th day. This pre-treatment was able to prevent the appearance of motor, cognitive and neurological impairments caused by MPTP. Moreover, agmatine protected the hippocampus from decreased glutamate uptake and the SNc from the reduction of tyrosine hydroxylase. Another important finding of this study was that agmatine prevent by about 40% the mortality induced by intranasal MPTP administration in aged mice (28) .
The effects of agmatine were also evaluated in SH-SY5Y cell culture exposed to rotenone, another experimental model of PD. Treatment with agmatine decreased cellular damage caused by rotenone trough suppression of oxidative stress in a dose-dependent manner. Agmatine also prevented rotenone-induced NF-κB translocation and the dissipation of mitochondrial membrane potential. Moreover, it was observed a reduction of rotenone-induced increase of apoptotic factors (caspase-3, Bax, cytochrome c) after administration of agmatine (105) . Using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis, a technique which detects molecular changes in disordered cells and tissues, it was showed that administration of agmatine significantly prevented rotenoneproduced redox alteration and cellular damage at the level of protein structure (106) , supporting the therapeutic potential of agmatine in the management of PD.
Effects of agmatine in Alzheimer's disease
Alzheimer's disease (AD), an irreversible, progressive neurodegenerative disorder, is the most common cause of dementia among older people and one of the largest social burdens in the world. The two major pathological hallmarks of AD are the extracellular accumulation of amyloid-beta peptide (Aβ) and the presence of neurofibrillary tangles of the microtubule binding protein tau. The deposition of Aβ peptides and the activation of glial cells surrounding senile plaques in brain areas involved in cognitive functions are assumed to initiate a pathological cascade that results in synaptic dysfunction, synaptic loss, and neuronal death leading to the decline in memory, intellect and learning capacity observed in AD.
Although unable to induce all pathological AD hallmarks, there are many models of Aβ deposition that can be useful for the investigation of molecular mechanisms underlying Aβ toxicity, including the activity of mitochondrial complexes and oxidative stress, neuroinflammation, synaptic deficits and apoptotic neuronal cell death that lead to spatial learning and memory impairments (107) . Despite the promising evidence showing that agmatine improves the rodents' performance in diverse learning and memory tasks, to our knowledge, there is only one study investigating the effects of agmatine in an animal model of AD. It was demonstrated that agmatine administration 30 min prior to Aβ infusion and then once daily for further nine consecutive days was able to prevent memory deficits induced by intracerebroventricular injection of Aβ25-35 peptide in mice evaluated in Morris water maze, object recognition and radial arm maze tasks (108) . Another study indirectly demonstrated the role of agmatinergic system in AD by showing that the cognitive impairments induced by Aβ involves alterations in arginine metabolism in hippocampal regions (CA1, CA2, CA3 and dentate gyrus) as well as a decreased activity of NOS and agmatine levels in the rat hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (109) .
The effect of aging and neurodegenerative diseases on polyamine biosynthesis in human brains was investigated in some studies. Morrison et al. (110) reported a significant increase (76%) of ornithine decarboxylase activity in the temporal cortex of autopsied brain tissue from AD patients, indicative of abnormal polyamine system activity in AD. Corroborating the importance of polyamines in the pathophysiology of AD, post mortem studies revealed higher protein levels of the enzyme ornithine decarboxylase in neocortical neurons (111) , and altered polyamine levels in the frontal cortex (112) . Accordingly, it was demonstrated that Aβ1-42 and Aβ25-35 peptides up-regulated polyamine metabolism by increasing ornithine decarboxylase activity and polyamine uptake in neuronal cultures (113) , suggesting that polyamine supplementation might be useful in AD therapy.
Taken together, these animal and human studies raise the possibility that agmatinergic system may play a role not only in the pathophysiology of AD, but also as potential strategy in the treatment of this disease. However, since only few animal and human studies are available, more studies are welcome to further evaluate the benefits of agmatine for the prevention and/or treatment of AD.
EFFECTS OF AGMATINE IN TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is defined as a damage to the brain caused by an external physical trauma Figure 3 . Effects of agmatine on learning and memory of mice evaluated in the step-down inhibitory avoidance task at 14-15 days after traumatic brain injury. Data are expressed as latencies to step-down (median and interquartile range) in the training session and the test sessions performed after an interval of 1.5 h and 24 h for control mice (no head impact), and mice subjected to head impact using 12.5-g weight. At dose of 30 mg/kg, agmatine was able to prevent the long-term memory deficits induced by TBI and at a dose of 100 mg/kg agmatine prevented both short-and long-term memory impairments induced by TBI. *p≤ 0.05 compared to the training session of the same group (Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric test followed by Dunn's test). (114) . It is important to mentioned that a simple head impact does not constitute TBI, since it requires manifestations of encephalic involvement such as altered level of consciousness, amnesia, disorientation, neurological deficits, neuroimaging abnormalities, or even immediate death (114) . TBI is a worldwide health problem with alarming epidemiological rates. It is estimated that about 10 million people are affected annually by TBI (115) .
Pathophysiological manifestations of TBI can be classified into acute and delayed events (116) . Acute events are all the manifestations which can occur minutes to hours after initial injury, such as blood vessel compromise (endothelial damage, impaired regulation of cerebral blood flow), tissue damage (excitotoxicity, metabolic imbalance) (116) , focal contusions, hematomas, diffuse swelling, microporation of membranes, and stearic conformational changes in proteins (114, 116, 117) . Delayed events can appear within hours to days following the trauma and, generally, they occur as a consequence of acute events. Delayed events include edema, inflammatory responses, blood-brain barrier breakdown, dysfunction of astrocytes and microglia, excitotoxicity, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction and hypoxia (114, 116, 118) .
It is well recognized that the conjunction of acute and delayed events of TBI can lead to the development of several diseases such as psychiatric disorders (119), cognitive changes (120), seizures and epilepsy (116, 121) and AD (122) . Because these manifestations are not always noticeable in the initial assessments after TBI and can occur months or years after TBI, it is often referred to as the "silent epidemic" (123) .
Agmatine emerges as a promising agent in the management of TBI related disorders because it is capable of acting in acute and delayed events after TBI. The beneficial effects of agmatine were investigated in male Sprague-Dawley rats subjected to TBI induced by Marmarou's impact-acceleration. In this work, the authors showed that up to 4 days of agmatine administration (immediately after TBI) has a beneficial effect in axonal, neuronal and vascular changes associated with diffuse brain injury (evaluated 8 days after TBI) (124) .
Agmatine therapy adopted immediately after TBI induced by fluid percussion injury in male Sprague-Dawley rats was able to suppress TBI-associated intracranial hypertension, cerebral hypotension, cerebral infarction, motor and proprioception deficits, and body weight loss (125) . Elsewhere, the positive effects of 4-day administration of agmatine after TBI induced by fluid percussion injury in male Sprague-Dawley rats were confirmed by Kuo et al. (126) . In this study agmatine attenuated TBI-induced motor deficits, and cerebral infarction. Moreover, agmatine stimulated angiogenesis and neurogenesis, and reduced neuronal and glial apoptosis, neuronal loss, gliosis and neurotoxicity (126) .
Unpublished data from our group demonstrated that agmatine at doses of 30 and 100 mg/kg is able to reverse the cognitive deficits in female Swiss mice evaluated in step-down inhibitory avoidance task at 14-15 days after moderate TBI induced by free weight-drop device (Figure 3) , a model previously standardized in our laboratory (127) .
Despite this limited number of studies available in the literature exploring the role of agmatine in TBI, we can anticipate a therapeutic potential of agmatine in TBIrelated alterations/disorders, and this constitutes a very interesting field that require further research. An important mechanism involved in the protective effects of agmatine following TBI involves the control of excessive levels of NO and glutamate in different brain areas including the neocortex and hippocampus. Interestingly, another putative mechanism by which agmatine exerts its protective effects may involve the production of its metabolites, since it was demonstrated that spermine and spermidine levels are reduced following TBI, leading to a disruption of mitochondrial membrane potential and induction of apoptosis (128) . Although research is at a very early stage, the findings reviewed above further highlight that polyamine supplementation may constitutes a simple therapeutic approach in the treatment of TBI.
EFFECTS OF AGMATINE IN EPILEPSY
Epilepsies are chronic brain diseases characterized by recurrent epileptic seizures affecting 1% of worldwide population (129) . Epileptogenesis is the process of formation of hyperexcitable epileptic tissue trough complex modifications in the intrinsic physiology of neurons and glial cells and their connections network leaning to synchronization and propagation of the abnormal neuronal activity to the normal non-epileptogenic tissue (130) (131) (132) . Epileptic seizures result from an excessive excitability of neurons with abnormal intrinsic physiology in aberrant or normal synchronizing networks (131) . The highly interconnected excitatory cells (the pyramidal neurons) modulated by the inhibitory interneurons of hippocampus and neocortex make these structures prone to the rapid recruitment of neurons during epileptiform discharges of neurons with abnormal intrinsic physiology (133) . The excitability is the property whereby neurons and neuronal populations can be depolarized when adequately stimulated. The excitability of neurons depends of membrane (ionic channels) and intracellular (ionic pumps, second messengers, kinases proteins, phosphatases proteins, and energetic supply) characteristics, also called intrinsic physiology (131, 132, 134) In the neocortex (layers II-VI) (134) and hippocampus (131) , most of the pyramidal cells are "regular spiking," which usually fire a single spike for each threshold stimulation. In layer V of the neocortex and CA1 region of hippocampus, there are "intrinsically bursting" cells in which the minimal response to a single threshold stimulus is a high-frequency cluster of action potentials ("bursts") (131, 135) . These "intrinsically bursting" cells disclose an important role in the hippocampal and neocortical epileptiform activity induced pharmacologically (131, 135) or by brain insult (136) . Animals with temporal lobe epilepsy induced by pilocarpine (131) show an increased number of "intrinsically bursting" cells in the CA1 region (47% of CA1 neurons) in comparison with controls (only 3%). Some of these "intrinsically bursting" neurons develop spontaneous bursts, which are not observed in controls (131) . Spontaneous neuronal firings have been also demonstrated in the layer V of neocortex of rats submitted to controlled cortical impact (CCI) model of TBI (136) . The spontaneous interictal epileptiform discharges of single neurons were also demonstrated in humans (130) .
The ictogenesis refers to the seizure beginning in the epileptogenic zone due to the imbalance between the excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms (137) . The epileptiform discharges are brief periods of synaptic excitation followed by synaptic inhibition (hyperpolarization) of neurons derived from an imbalance between excitatory and inhibitory influences and adequate interconnected neuronal networks (131) (132) (133) (134) . The interictal spikes occur when a neuronal population is depolarized at the same time (synchronically), which requires the harmonic interaction between the inhibitory mechanisms and the further excitatory input that will stimulate these neurons all together (out of the refractory period). The GABAergic inhibitory neurons (135) the ATP hydrolysis to adenosine on the synaptic cleft (138, 139) , and depletion of presynaptic excitatory terminal (135) contribute to the termination of the synchronized epileptiform events. The transition from interictal spikes to full seizures associated with maintained (tonic phase) depolarization has been related to gradual loss of the burst after-hyperpolarization and progressive appearance of repetitive bursts of activity during prolonged after-depolarization (135) . Later, in the clonic phase, irregular periodic bursts occur, and the neuronal activity evolves a relative quiet period of "postictal depression" (135) .
The time-course for epileptogenesis development is variable according to the epileptic syndrome or peculiarity of patients. In some cases a clear epileptogenic event like a traumatic brain injury or meningitis can be identified clinically, electrophysiologically and by structural neuroimaging. However, in a considerable number of cases, the epileptogenesis develops almost spontaneously due to innate individual characteristics (genetic inherence) (132) . Interestingly, even in well-defined syndromes the clinical manifestations, including age of recurrent seizure onset, frequency of seizures, seizure semiology, pharmacologic and surgical response, as well as cognitive and psychiatric associated manifestation are variable. This variability indicates that epilepsies are multifactorial diseases not only in their installation (epileptogenesis) but also clinical manifestation (ictogenesis and seizures occurrence). Although several preliminary experimental results seemed promising toward the development of anti-epileptogenic drugs, they have not proved to be clinically effective against epileptogenesis (140, 141) . Nowadays, the pharmacological treatments of epilepsies are resumed to enhance the seizure threshold, without any proved relevant anti-epileptogenic effect in the clinical praxis. In addition, even with the adequate pharmacological treatment, 20 to 30% of patients with epilepsy remain with seizures (129, 141) . In the past 15 years, no clinically relevant progress has been made to reduce the incidence of refractory epilepsy. This prompts an urgent need to develop drugs with clinically proved anti-epileptogenic and anti-ictogenic properties (141) . Some preliminary findings using neurochemical approaches applied to experimental models suggests that epileptogenesis and ictogenesis may be, at least in part, dissociated processes according to the molecular, cellular and brain regions (140) , even as to the time-course of disease installation (138, 139, 142, 143) . As discussed in other sessions of this paper and by other authors (144) , agmatine may modulate functions direct or indirectly related to membrane and cytoplasmic targets including neurotransmitters receptors, ion channels, NO, polyamine metabolism, membrane transporters, advanced glycation end products (AGE) and of protein arginine ADP-ribosylation. These cellular targets and their correlated biochemical pathways may be differentially involved in the epileptogenesis and ictogenesis processes. Several inborn (malformation of cortical development) and acquired pathologies (ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke, TBI, inflammation, brain tumors, prolonged seizures) are epilepsy risk factors. The adaptive mechanisms involving neuroplasticity are required for recovery of brain function after injury, but they may be involved in the epileptogenesis process (132) . The lack of specificity of agmatine actions could be an advantage for candidate substance to be applied in the treatment of multifactorial diseases like epilepsies. The acute or chronic systemic treatment with agmatine facilitated hippocampal LTP in the lateral perforant path (LPP)-granule cell synapses of dentate gyrus in urethane anesthetized rats (71) . These findings suggest that agmatine can modulate the long-term activitydependent neuroplasticity in rodents. A literature review in Pubmed using the terms agmatine and epileptogenesis, ictogenesis or epilepsy, we identify several reports showing its putative anti-ictogenic properties tested in acute models of pharmacologically and electrically induced seizures that are summarized in Table 3 .
Surprisingly, there were no published studies investigating the anti-epileptogenic potential of agmatine. Further works are required to determine the antiepileptigenic effects of agmatine in epileptogenesis in chronic epilepsy models induced chemically or electrically. Furthermore, the recent proved safety and efficacy dietary agmatine sulfate for lumbar disc-associated radiculopathy creates an expectation for agmatine clinical use in other psychiatric and neurologic diseases including epilepsies (145).
CONCLUSION
In this review we presented basic research data combined with clinical studies in an attempt to clarify the potential role of agmatine as a neuromodulator and neuroprotective agent. Taking into account that agmatine is a low toxicity compound (that is already clinically used for the treatment of neuropathic pain) (145), we strongly believe that the agmatine system should be further investigated as a new approach for dealing with depression, neurological and neurodegenerative disease. Moreover, the considerable amount of literature showing positive effects of agmatine as a neuroprotective agent in models of neurotoxicity, ischemic brain and spinal cord injuries offers a promising scenario regarding the use of this polyamine for CNS diseases therapeutics. 445-68 (1998) 
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